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**CAUTION**

*Installing speakers should only be undertaken by trained and qualified personnel.* Refer to JBL Tech Note Vol 1, #14, “Basic Principles for Suspending Loudspeaker Systems”, downloadable from [www.jblpro.com/pages/tech_lib.htm](http://www.jblpro.com/pages/tech_lib.htm). JBL Professional is not responsible for the use, misuse or misapplication of these products.
MTU U-Brackets

MTU-1

MTU-1 fits AM5215 and AM7215 models
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MTU-2

MTU-2 fits AC2215 models
MTU-3
MTU-3 fits AM5212 and AM7212 models

MTU-4
MTU-4 fits AC2212 models
MTU U-Brackets

MTU-15
MTU-15 fits AC15 models
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MTU-16 fits AC16 models
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MTU-18 fits AC18 models
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MTU-25 fits AC25 models
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MTU-26 fits AC26 models
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MTU-28 fits AC28 models
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